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Objectives for Students in the Gifted and Talented Program

Listed below are the objectives which the gifted and talented program, through its various
components, shall attempt to meet.

From involvement in the gifted and talented program, students should develop:

1. Affective skills, specifically:

a. A positive self-concept.

b. Leadership skills.

c. Self-awareness and acceptance of one's own talents and gifts.

d. The ability to adapt to change.

e. A feeling that one's opinions are valid and acceptable.

f. An appreciation and acceptance of the right of others to hold different ideas.

2. Creative-thinking skills and a creative approach to problem-solving.

a. Fluency or the ability to produce many ideas.

b. Flexibility or the ability to produce different ideas.

c. The ability to elaborate or add details to and expand basic ideas.

d. Originality or the ability to produce unusual or unique ideas.

e. Curiosity or the ability to wonder, question and follow a hunch.

f. The ability to take risks or guess possible answers, explore new ideas and dare to
try a questionable find.

g. The ability to capsulized, formalize and organize a number of alternatives and
create structure in an unstructured setting.

h. The ability to use his/her imagination or visualize possibilities, form a mental
image and picture new objects.



3. Critical-thinking skills, specifically the ability to:

a. Analyze or take part.  This includes sorting data, classifying information
examining relationships between like and different, determining existing factors,
retrieving knowledge and comparing groupings.

b. Synthesize or put together in a new way.  This includes putting together new
combinations, matching related characteristics, designing additional categories,
assembling common groups and redefining major characteristics.

c. Apply or use information.  This includes applying current knowledge,
understanding options, memory and visualization skills, recognizing familiar
objects and characteristics and labeling categories.

d. Evaluate or assess.  This includes deciding on appropriate categories, critiquing
options, measuring lengths and times, weighing predominant characteristics and
judging correct responses.

4. Research skills, specifically the ability to:

a. Formulate hypotheses which involves asking productive questions such as who,
what, why, when and/or how.

b. Find resources, which involves alphabetizing, using tables of contents, indexes,
glossaries and reader's guides.

c. Gather information which involves critical reading, note-taking, skimming,
observing by using all senses, checking validity of sources, reading statistical
information such as graphs and charts, taking surveys and interviewing.

5. Independence and self-direction through:

a. The use of one's own initiative.

b. Goals.

c. Organizational skills.

d. Task commitment.

6. The desire to pursue one's own interests and expand one's abilities.
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